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The magnetic lock/latch patch plate range for glass doors from Bonaiti of Italy is a revolutionary in design. Not only is the look classic and 
elegant, there is no visible striker plate when the door is closed. As a result you have a clean glass door & jamb. When the door is open, 
there is no unsightly latch tongue protruding from the edge of the door to catch your clothes on - a beautiful clean look.

Quick Facts

Compatibility Standard Australian, European 
& Asian door hardware

Reliability Tested to over 400,000 cycles
Glass Thickness 8-12mm
Back Set 50mm
Visible Striker Plate No
Visible Latch Tongue No
Tongue Action Noise Silent
Place of Manufacture Italy
Guarantee 2 years manufacturer’s

THE FIRST MAGNETIC GLASS 
PATCH PLATES

BL006
Passage

BL007
Privacy

BL008
Cylinder Lock

BL009
Glass Receiver

BL006 - 009|Bonaiti Magnetic Glass Lock & Patch Plate
Designed to provide a seamless Glass door to wall environment 

BL006 Glass Patch Plate - Passage Doors
Suitable for glass doors where standard passage access is 
required. Used with your choice of lever hardware (supplied 
separately). The BL006 glass passage patch plate incorporates 
all the benefits of the complete Bonaiti range of magnetic 
locks and latches. - No visible striker plate, no protruding latch 
tongue and a smooth silent action suitable for single action or 
double action swing doors.

BL007 Glass Patch Plate - Privacy Doors
Suitable for privacy type doors where the added function of 
a turn snib and emergency release is required. Used with 
your choice of lever hardware (supplied separately). Ideal for 
WC type doors and office doors. - No visible striker plate, no 
protruding latch tongue and a smooth silent action suitable 
for single action or double action swing doors. (Lever & snib/ 
release sold separately)

BL008 Glass Patch Plate – Lockable Doors
Suitable for glass door where a key lock is required. Used with 
your choice of lever hardware. The BL008 is suitable for use 
with a standard double euro key cylinder making the BL008 
an ideal solution for office doors, bedroom doors and doors 
where general lock security is required. - No visible striker 
plate, no protruding latch tongue and a smooth silent action 
suitable for single action or double action swing doors. (Lever 
& snib/ release sold separately)

BL009 Glass Patch Plate - Door Receiver Strike
The BL009 is used in conjunction with the BL006, BL007 and 
BL008 patch plates. It is fitted to the secondary glass door 
leaf or fixed pane of glass that meets the active leaf, providing 
a receiver strike for the lock mechanism in the active glass 
door leaf. 

Magnetic Patch Plate Lock / Latch specification Codes

BL006 finish - Passage Kit - Patch Plate & latch
BL007 finish - Privacy Kit - Patch Plate & latch 
BL008 finish - Lock Kit - Patch Plate & Lock 
BL009 finish - Patch Plate receiver for 2nd glass door leaf

Finish Guide:
SC= Satin Chrome  CR = Polished Chrome
PB = Polished Brass PC = Powder Coat

Note: Lever set, Privacy Snib & eRelease and/or Cylinders are not included in kits.
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